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Abstract 
Problems of sewer pipelines arising due to corrosion and biofouling are analyzed. Currently used methods of corrosion control of 
steel pressure pipes are designed to eliminate the consequences rather than the causes of surface oxidation. The task of preventing 
or achieving the lowest possible corrosion damage intensity is to ensure maximum efficiency of the pipeline protection which 
will increase as a result of economic indicators of the systems under consideration. Contemporary sewage pipelines represent a 
complicated complex of interrelated structures where various physical, chemical and biological processes take place. The 
implementation of such processes is not controlled and is accompanied by considerable costs connected in particular with 
pipeline replacement, repair of the sewage wells, reimbursement of harm done to water handling facilities. Recommendations 
about the prevention and the protection against the corrosion of existing and sewer pipelines that are being designed are provided. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of ICIE 2016. 
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Water removal systems are one of the most important types of engineering equipment providing all the necessary 
sanitary and hygienic conditions for the life of population and a secure work of industrial enterprises. The efficient 
protection against corrosion caused by various factors is an indispensable condition of a long lasting and a secure 
exploitation of the system of sewage pipe lines of various industries [1-5]. Today the sewage pipelines suffer from a 
problem: the existing protection against corrosion does not provide necessary safety. Thus the sewage pipeline net 
cannot be used in accordance with the existing norms. 
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The corrosive damage of pipelines is often the reason of large scale pollution of the hydrosphere and the 
lithosphere. It is indispensible to know the theory of corrosion process and methods of protection for a correct 
organization of the practical work concerning the protection of pipelines form the protection. 
That’s why the goal of the prevention or the attaining the possible minimum intensity of the corrosion formation 
is to provide the maximal efficiency of functioning of sewage pipelines that is directly connected with the increase 
of economic indices of water systems and enterprises. 
The article provides the results of the scientific research directed on the improvement of the exploitation of the 
sewage net: the prophylaxis and protection of the pipelines against corrosion and the increase of the durability term 
of pipelines use, the development of the most ecological and economical way of protection of the interior surface of 
sewage pipelines against corrosion. 
The opportunity to reduce the corrosion of the interior surface of sewage pipelines using the oxidation products 
of sulfate restoring bacteria is proved. They are the source of metal corrosion and it was shown that at ĳ=0,2 V the 
oxidation products form with ferrous ions Fe2+ a stable complex entitled ferrocene which is an inhibitor [1,7-10].
In order to make an experiment various factors influencing the interior corrosion of sewage pipelines were 
studied. The biological corrosion or the corrosion caused by microorganisms was found to be the most important 
factor. From this point of view the sulfate restoring anaerobe bacteria (restore sulfates from sulfides) that inhabit 
aqueous medium have the largest importance. The influence of precipitations on the internal surface of pipelines on 
the corrosion speed was determined [2,17-19]. 
In order to compare the results obtained using the examples with precipitations the curves were photographed on 
the basis of initial samples in corresponding media. As a result of changes the polarized curves were obtained that 
are presented in figures 1 and 2. 
 
Fig. 1. Polarized curves used for samples of steel 20 in solution 3% NaCl.  
1 – initial sample; 2 – sample with carbonate precipitations. 
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Fig. 2. Polarized curves for samples from steel 20 in medium NACE (0,8 g/l H2S).  
1 - initial sample; 2 – sample with sulfide precipitations. 
The analysis of the polarized curves showed that the speed of the corrosion of steel samples (steel 20) both in 
medium with carbonate precipitations in medium 3% NaCl (iKOP2=0,00631 mȺ/sm2), an in sulfide medium NACE 
(iKOP2=0,316 mȺ/sm2) is higher in comparison with the speed of corrosion of initial samples (iɄɈɊ1=0,0084 
mȺ/sm2 ɢ iKOP1=0,178 mȺ/sm2 correspondingly). At the same moment the presence of the precipitation on the 
surface of metal leads to the replacement of its potential into the zone of positive values of 90 mV for the sample 
with carbonate precipitations and of 25 mV sulfide precipitations. This fact is connected with cathodic 
characteristics of precipitations. It was shown that the speed of corrosion grows with the increase of the pellicle 
thickness formed by the sulfate restoring bacteria [3,19-21].
The sulfate restoring bacteria take part in the decomposition of simple and complicated substrata including 
proteins, grease, carbohydrates and cellulose tissues. Together with carbohydrate oxidizing bacteria they take part in 
the oxidation of carbohydrates. The corrosion taking place in presence of sulfate restoring bacteria is characterized 
by specific characteristics. Corrosion precipitations appear on the metallic surface in the form of a dark crust and 
porous bumps. They consist of sulfates, carbonates and hydrates of ferrous oxides and comprise numerous colonies 
of the sulfate restoring bacteria. The corrosive manifestations in the form of pittings quickly appear under the 
pellicle of precipitations. The through perforation can take place during several months. 
The relationship between the spreading of sulfate restoring bacteria in sewage waters with dissolved in them 
organic sub-stances mainly with carbohydrates was established [4,11-17]. The development of sulfate restoring 
bacteria in a number of experiments took place at an average content of the organic substances in sewage waters of 
9-33 mg/l. At a lower content of organic substances in water the bacteria was not found. The dissolved organic 
matter can be carbohydrates, oils, nitrogen containing substances, oxygenated compounds of type naphtenic acids, 
fatty acids, resins, humates. 
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During the experiment the results of the anode impact gave the most interesting results. The study of the impact 
of the anode processing showed that at the thickness of the pellicle of sulfate restoring bacteria not less than 100 
mkm and at the current density 0,01 Ⱥ/dm2 a number of reactions takes place including the reaction of the product 
obtaining using the components of sulfate restoring bacteria that forms with the ion Fe2+ polynuclear ferrocenes that 
are a pellicle with a high adhesive capacity on the steel surface (steel 20) resistant to the oxidation. The pellicle is 
not destroyed for a long period of time and is a favourable base for sulfate restoring bacteria where the creation of 
sulfide precipitation is inhibited. The chemical composition of inhibitors (ferrocenes) is the following: 
[Fe(C5H5)(CO)2]2, Fe(C5H5)(C6H7), (CO)3FeC6H7-C6H7Fe(CO)3, C5H5FeC5H4R, where R – radical including six 
membered ligand.
It was shown that the corrosion process can actively take place at the presence in the corrosion medium of 
substances that are not oxidants (proteins, grease, carbohydrate, cellulose). Iron and steel pipelines display their 
untypical characteristics interacting with sugar ions, sodium chloride vinegar and sodium dissolved in water medium 
that is showed experimentally. 
The kinetics of adsorption was studied registering the cur-rent reduction (for about 0.6 V more negative than the 
stationary one) when new substances that are not oxidants (biocide inhibitors – substances I-IV: sugar, cellulose, 
milk acid, cacao oil) were introduced into the basic solution. Using the results of weight measurements the 
coefficient of inhibition of corrosion Ȗm by the substances I-IV (Ȗm = Ʉm / Ʉm/, where Ʉm, Ʉm/ – degree of corrosion 
with and without inhibitor) and the degree of protection Zm were calculated. 
The activity of substances I-IV was studied by the method of diffusion in nutrient agar according to the diameter 
of the zone of microorganisms growth suppression in PSP. The statistical processing of the results of 
electrochemical study was made for the probability 0,95, and number of trials  n = 3. The obtained experimental data 
is given in figure 3.
 
Fig. 3. Polarized anode (1/-5/) steel curves (steel 20) in 0.1Ɇ NaCl 
1/ – without additions; 2/ – with addition III; 3/ –  with  addition   II; 4/ – with addition I; 5/ – with addition IV 
All the studied substances reduce the stream of steel corrosion (steel 20) in the solution of NaCl in 3,55-4,47 
times. At the same moment substances II and III shift ȿɫ  of the steel into the anode area for about 25-35 mV that 
proves presumable reduction of the anode process. The substance I dislocates ȿɫ to a negative zone at 15 mV i.e. 
mainly inhibits the cathodic reaction of the steel corrosion (Ȗɤ/Ȗɚ § 1,5). Substance IV obviously does not influence 
the potential of the free corrosion of steel (Ȗɤ/Ȗɚ § 1). Among the studied compounds the maximal degree of steel 
protection in solution NaCl is provided by the substance IV, Ȗɫ = 4,47, degree of protection Zɫ = 77,7% i.e. formed 
during 30 minutes at ĳ=0,3V. 
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Fig. 4. Dependence of cathodic current on the absorption time in steel 20 
ɚ – substances II (1) and III (2); b – substances I (1) and IV (2) 
The character of absorption of substances I-IV suggested on the basis of the calculation of the electronic density 
in their molecules matches with the experimental data of the reduction of the cathodic current in time at the 
introduction of substances I-IV into the solution of the base (figure 3). A slow absorption length (10-20 s) of 
substances II and III proves its physical character and a long absorption (more than 120 s) of substances I and IV – 
proves chemisorption.  
Thus the research made proved the assumption about the anticorrosive activity of substances I-IV when 
interacting with sulfate restoring bacteria made on the basis of their structural composition.  
Consequently the opportunity of substances I-IV when interacting with sulfate restoring bacteria to inhibit 
particular electrolytic reactions of the corrosion process is not crucial in the corrosion reduction caused by sulfate 
restoring bacteria. The products of vital functions of sulfate restoring bacteria are capable of changing the efficiency 
of the protective action of corrosion inhibitors.  
Conclusion 
On the basis of the analysis of results of experimental research the recommendations in prophylaxis and 
protection against corrosion the existing and designed sewage pipelines are made. 
For sewage pipelines with the diameter 200 mm and the length 50 m the recommended current is i=30-40 Ⱥ at 
the stream density j=0,01-0,02 Ⱥ/dm2, the oxidation potential relative to chlorine and silver electrode 0,22 - 0,28 V. 
The recommended time of treatment is varied from 8 till 15 minutes in dependence on the diameter of the pipeline 
and the thickness of precipitations in it. 
Thus the possibility of the influence of the constant anode electric current for the protection of pipelines against 
corrosion of water removal systems was experimentally proved therefore creating optimal conditions for their 
exploitation.
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